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WELCOME

The 4th Learning from Excellence Community Event (LfE4) with
Civility Saves Lives: Being Better Together

 The Learning from Excellence (LfE) team are excited to bring you the
4th LfE Community Event. The theme for the event is “Being better,
together”, reflecting our aspiration to grow as individuals, and as part
of a community, through focussing on what works. For this event, we
are delighted to partner with the Civility Saves Lives (CSL) team, who
promote the importance of kindness and civility at work and seek to
help us to address the times this is lacking in a thoughtful and
compassionate way, through their Calling it out with Compassion
programme.

Today's conference will include conversations with people who inspire
the work of LfE and CSL. It will be as interactive as we can make it and
will be followed by the release of some longer-form conversations with
the conference speakers and the LfE & CSL teams as a podcast series.



Learning from Excellence.....

Est 2014 Our Philosophy Events 

Safety in healthcare has traditionally
focused on avoiding harm by learning
from error. This approach may miss
opportunities to learn from excellent
practice. 

We believe that studying excellence in
healthcare can create new opportunities
for learning and improving resilience and
staff morale.

LFE 1: A call to learn from what goes well in healthcare (2017)

LFE 2: Creating a Positive Workplace Culture (2018)

LFE 3: Why language matters (2020)

LFE 4: Being better together (2021) 

We have been capturing and
studying peer – reported
excellence in healthcare
since 2014. 



Civility Saves Lives.....

About us Our Philosophy Our Goal

We are a collective voice for the importance
of respect, professional courtesy and
valuing each other. We aim to raise
awareness of the negative impact that
rudeness (incivility) can have in healthcare,
so that we can understand the impact of
our behaviours.

Our goal is to disseminate the science of
the impact of incivility in healthcare. We
also strive to research and collaborate on
data about the impact of incivility.

We are healthcare professionals
aiming to raise awareness of the
power of civility in medicine.
Civil work environments matter
because they reduce errors,
reduce stress and foster
excellence.



Camilla Kingdon, Consultant Neonatologist and President RCPCH
Alex Gillespie, Associate Professor, department of Psychological and
Behavioural Science, London School of Economics

 

09.15 WELCOME

A BETTER WORKFORCE CULTURE 

09.30 

10.45

12.00

13.30

15.00

16.30 

SUPPORTING EACH OTHER
Dhruv Parekh, Consultant Intensivist, University Hospitals Birmingham
Hena Syed-Sabir, Psychologist, Birmingham Women’s and Children’s NHS FT

INSPIRATION AND JOY
Dr Glaucomflecken, comedian and Ophthalmologist
Frank Turner, musician

BEING SAFER TOGETHER
Don Berwick, President Emeritus and Senior Fellow, Institute for Healthcare Improvement
Suzette Woodward, Patient Safety Advisor

PUTTING AI INTO PRACTICE
Margaret Moore, Co-founder and chair of the Institute of Coaching
Lindsey Godwin, Robert P. Stiller Chair of Management & the Academic Director
of the Cooperrider Center for Appreciative Inquiry at Champlain College
The “TREX” team, Thames Valley Reporting Excellence Team

CLOSE

  11.45am         break

1.00pm         break

2.45pm         break

10.30am         break

https://www.rcpch.ac.uk/about-us/our-team/dr-camilla-kingdon-president
https://www.lse.ac.uk/PBS/People/Dr-Alex-Gillespie
https://twitter.com/drdhruvparekh
https://twitter.com/DrHenaSyedSabir
https://www.drgcomedy.com/bio
https://frank-turner.com/
http://www.ihi.org/education/ihiopenschool/resources/Pages/ProfilesInLeadershipDonBerwick.aspx
https://suzettewoodward.org/
https://instituteofcoaching.org/about/moore-margaret
https://lindseygodwin.com/
http://www.trex.org.uk/


ALEX GILLESPIE

Is Associate Professor in the
Department of Psychological and
Behavioural Science at the London
School of Economics and Political
Science (LSE). 

Alex believes social psychology
begins with recognizing that people
and groups have different
perspectives.  What can we learn
from listening to each other? 

CAMILLA KINGDON

Is President of the Royal College of
Paediatrics and Child Health
(RCPCH). She has been a consultant
neonatologist since 2000. 

Camilla has a particular interest
and expertise in medical careers
support. She is especially
interested in enhancing the
working lives of Paediatricians,
team morale and ideas to combat
burnout and disillusionment with
Medicine. 
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DHRUV PAREKH

Dhruv Parekh is a Clinical Lecturer
and consultant in Respiratory
Medicine and Critical Care at the
University of Birmingham. 

His research interests are
developing novel therapies in
ARDS, perioperative inflammation,
sepsis and critical care.



 

HENA SYED-SABIR

Clinical Psychologist & Cognitive
Behaviour Therapy Practitioner at
Birmingham Women's and
Children's NHS Foundation Trust

Dr Hena Syed-Sabir has over 15
years experience of working as a
Clinical Psychologist within NHS
children’s and young people’s
mental health service. She currently
works as a Clinical Psychologist in
Paediatric Intensive Care.

 

 WILL FLANARY

Is the American Ophthalmologist
behind the internet sensation that is
Dr Glaucomflecken.

His viral Twitter and TikTok videos
provide a unique take on what it is
like to work in the medical
profession and also touch on the
challanges of the COVID pandemic. 

 

FRANK TURNER

Is an English punk and folk singer-
songwriter. His seventh studio
album is called Be More Kind. Its
title is based on a line from a Clive
James poem in which he describes
his own mortality. 

The line which inspired the title
reads: "I should have been more
kind. It is my fate. To find this out,
but find it out too late."

 

SUZETTE WOODWARD

Having worked for over 40 years
in the NHS and 20 years in
patient safety Suzette now
focuses on looking at safety
through the lens of compassion
and kindness and caring for staff
so they can care for patients.  

She has both a professional
doctorate and an honorary
doctor of science. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Punk_rock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folk_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Be_More_Kind
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clive_James


DON BERWICK

A paediatrician by background, he
was for 19 years the founding CEO
of the Institute for Healthcare
Improvement. 

In 2010, he was appointed by
President Barack Obama as the
Administrator of the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services
(the federal agency overseeing
Medicare and Medicaid), a position
that he held until December 2011.

MARGARET MOORE

Margaret is co-founder and chair
of the Institute of Coaching at
McLean Hospital, an affiliate of
Harvard Medical School. 

She is also a course director of
the Coaching in Leadership and
Healthcare conference organized
by the Institute of Coaching and
delivered by Harvard Medical
School since 2008.

LINDSEY GODWIN

Is the Robert P. Stiller Chair of
Management & the Academic
Director of the Cooperrider
Center for Appreciative Inquiry at
Champlain College. 

Lindsey describes herself as a
pragmatic optimist: "I pride myself
on being a "possibilitizer"... That
is, I love seeing and seeding
opportunities for creating positive
change in the world."

TREX TEAM

Thames Valley Excellence
Reporting, TREx was created
to champion Excellence
Reporting and Learning from
Excellence. 

https://www.champlain.edu/academics/academic-divisions/robert-p-stiller-school-of-business
https://www.champlain.edu/appreciativeinquiry
https://www.champlain.edu/appreciativeinquiry


 

ADRIAN PLUNKETT
Co-Founder LFE

Adrian is a Consultant Paediatric
Intensivist at Birmingham
Children’s Hospital. He created
Learning from Excellence (LfE) in
2014 after reflecting on his own
experiences as a patient. 

In addition to leading LfE in his
own organisation, Adrian also
supports the spread and
development of LfE as a social
movement in the NHS, and beyond.  

 

EMMA PLUNKETT
Co-Founder LFE

Emma was one of the early
adopters of LfE and helped to
introduce it at UHB in 2015 and
BWH in 2016, where she continues
to promote it. 

She tries to use LfE and AI in her
daily work as much as possible and
finds they help her to notice the
good things that happen at work
and enable her to stay positive.th
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CHRIS TURNER
Co-founder Civility Saves Lives

Is a Consultant in Emergency
Medicine, working in a tertiary
trauma centre in the West Midlands.
I feel passionately about the
importance of civility in medicine
and have been working hard to
increase awareness of it’s impact.



CHERYL GILLIS

Cheryl Gillis is a consultant
Paediatric Intensivist at the Royal
Hospital for Children, Glasgow.
She has a passion for Safety-II
concepts and how we can apply
them in our daily work. 

Out of work, she participates in a
different form of safety
management with a 6-year-old
boy and a black Labrador with a
passion for mischief.  

DAVID VIIRA

Consultant Anesthetist at
University Hospital Plymouth
(UHP). 

He has been a part of the
Learning from Excellence team
in Plymouth since the beginning
and has worked on 'improving
joy' and 'safety culture in the
workplace.'

FRANCES HANNON

Is a Learning and Organisational
Development facilitator and is part
of the LfE team at University
Hospitals Plymouth NHS Trust.

The majority of her 30+ year health
career has been in quality
improvement roles; from Cancer
Services Collaborative through to
an SHA led Safety Improvement
programme

GEMMA CROSSINGHAM

Gemma is a consultant obstetric
anaesthetist in Plymouth. She has
worked with David and Frances at
UHP to establish patient-facing
Learning from Excellence so that
patients can provide positive
feedback to staff.  

She is passionate about LfE,
choosing positive behaviours
(actions and words), emotional
wellbeing, civility and culture. 



HELEN HUNT

Helen works for the WMAHSN  and
has had the privilege of being
involved with Learning from
Excellence and Appreciative Inquiry
from the start. She recently
completed her Post Graduate
Certificate in Safety and Quality
Improvement 

She is a supporter of Civility Saves
Lives and helps spread this
wonderful work further across the
Midlands.

ALISON JONES

Is a Learning from Excellence
Fellow. For Alison the importance
of LfE lies in its ability to counter
the prevailing negativity bias. 

It is a great way to help the team
feel valued and contributes to
wellbeing and engagement at
work. Don't be pushed by your
problems, be led by your teams.

NEIL SPENCELEY

Neil Spenceley is the Director of
Paediatric Intensive Care and
Anaesthesia in Glasgow. 

His physiological interests include
oxygen delivery, the
microcirculation and the single
ventricle but his psychological
interests, and real passion, lie in
workplace behaviours, culture and
being glass half full.

ALYSON WALKER

Is a consultant paediatric cardiac
anaesthetist. Alyson became
interested in Learning from
Excellence as part of a hospital
‘Culture & Behaviour’ group,
introducing LfE into the Theatre
Department in February 2017. 

Alyson is passionate about staff
morale, civility at work and the
impact this has on patient care &
safety.



SARAH WOOTTON 

Is communications lead at the
West Midlands Academic Health
Science Network (WMAHSN). 

Sarah was first introduced to LfE
when she was WMAHSN events
coordinator and supported the
planning of LfE3 in Feb 2020, just
before the pandemic peak - a
conference she considers a career
highlight.

LAURA BEARD

Laura was introduced to LfE and
Appreciative Inquiry whilst
working at the Queen Elizabeth
Hospital with Emma Plunkett.
She has an interest in
governance and how AI and LfE
can be used to gain valuable
information from incident
reports and debriefing sessions.

Laura helps with the behind the
scenes organising and media.

EMMA ROCHE

I’m a Paediatric Intensive Care
trainee doctor with an interest in
leadership for which I undertook
the National Medical Director’s
Leadership Fellowship in
2019/2020. 

Stemming from that, I became a
qualified coach. I am also
interested in global medicine and
volunteered in Myanmar with the
RCPCH for 6 months.

GANGA VERMA

Ganga is a Maternal and Fetal
medicine Consultant. 

She is a member of Civility Saves
Lives and passionately promotes
the importance of positive
workplace behaviours in the NHS



LFE3 2020
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WeAreBeard are a design studio
based in the midlands who’s
services cover all things creative,
from branding and design to
illustration, animation and ‘live-art'. 

Their development has been based
on a commitment to try new things,
collaborate with like minds and
build a culture of creativity. With a
diverse team that cover a wide
ranging sphere of influences and
interests. 

 

DAVID WEBB
 

Is creative director of
WEAREBEARD.  

 
David was artist in residence at

LFE3 where he produced the
spectacular and sizeable 'Why

Language Matters'  artwork live
during the conference.

 
David will be interpreting the

conference in art again today. 



posters
Posters will be shown during the breaks



POSTER SESSON ONE: Early Morning & Lunch Breaks 

1.1 YOKOTEN Sessions - Boundaryless sharing, learning, and celebrating excellence Claire Knibb

1.2 Paediatric GLEE (Greatix, Learning from Excellence Everywhere) Project Maeve Murray

1.3 Learning From Excellence: Improving the wellbeing of the scheme users AND providers Emily Skinner

1.4 Praise You Like I Should: Introduction of Learning from Excellence (LfE) to Temple Street PICU Sean Casey

1.5 Giving praise - is it an instant reward? Praise based intervention in a hospital theatre department Róisín O'Sullivan

1.6 Priming the pump of excellence reporting : What worked for us Ifeyinwa amene

1.7 I can’t stop smiling – Feedback from implementing LfE in a maternity department using a QI approach Paryaneh Rostami

1.8 Setting up an excellence system shouldn't be this hard! Jessica Scott

1.9 Learning from Excellence Implementation in the Children's Hospital at Dartmouth Hitchcock's ICN Corinne Lizotte

1.10 Learning from Excellence: A National Quality Improvement Team's Story Jonathan O'Reilly

1.11 Implementation of an excellence reporting system (GREATix) in theatres Laure Martin

1.12 Learning from Excellence: a Qualitative Thematic analysis of staff-reported work-placed excellence from 2 NHS Trusts Helen Ord



POSTER SESSON TWO: Mid Morning & Lunch Breaks 

2.1 Compassionism Our Staff Initiated Culture Change Programme to Embed Civility, Respect and Compassion Claire Knibb

2.2 ‘It’s the little things.’ Factors associated with job satisfaction in a UK major trauma centre ED. Samuel Moffatt

2.3 Play Nicely: Civility on the Children’s Ward Gemma Gough

2.4 ‘P.S.’ I Love You: Introduction of a Psychological Safety initiative to Temple Street ED Sean Casey

2.5 Thriving in BST: Introduction of a Health and Wellbeing Course for Basic Specialist Trainees in RCPI Sean Casey

2.6 Supporting Doctors' Wellbeing in the Emergency Department (ED) through a Buddy Scheme Georgina Foster-Thornton

2.7 Effect of Prompting Excellence Reporting at Theatre Debrief on Case Reporting Katy Nicholson

2.8 A study into lived experiences of psychological safety for Registered Nurses Mel Newton

2.9 Using a group vocal forum to prioritise trainee wellbeing amidst clinical service provision, redeployment & COVID-19 Qasim Malik 

2.10  E-DEN: A garden to embed wellbeing into the Emergency Department Ursula Edirisinghe

2.11 The Festival of Light brings joy to the workplace: team building and improving communication. Marisa Seepersaud



POSTER SESSON THREE: Afternoon & Lunch Breaks 

3.1 Working towards excellence in difficult IV access - BUSPASS project Jake Turner

3.2 Leadership training in a pandemic – using appreciative inquiry to improve our online course Miriam Anderson

3.3 Improving Quality of Trauma Team Pre briefing at UHCW Vishal Narayan

3.4 Learning from Excellence in Emergency Theatre: A LfE Quality Improvement Project Jack Lee

3.5 Onboarding Experience of Overseas doctors joining the NHS Omoruyi Oviawe

3.6 Striving for excellent communication in full PPE Chris Turner

3.7 Creating a wellbeing strategy using an appreciative inquiry approach Amanda Langsley

3.8 How do staff working in paediatric intensive care define wellbeing? An appreciative inquiry approach. Isabelle Butcher

3.9 Appreciative inquiry & positive discussion to improve intrapartum shared decision making in maternity Bethan Percival

3.10 A self study on using an LfE approach in initial teacher education (ITE) Julie Ui Choistealbha
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